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New VTL series

New lightweight Versalift series unveiled

Secondary guarding

Safety system for control panels presented

VST-52-I on tracks

High voltage insulated lift for tracked carrier

New LAT in the UK

New Isuzu LAT-135-H features 500 kg payload

First 100 in France

TIME Versalift France celebrates +100 units in a year
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New lightweight “VTL” series introduced
The new light telescopic VTL series provides superior performance, payload and working conditions.

TIME International has
introduced a new series of
Versalift platforms called
“VTL” (Versalift Telescopic
Light) merging the superior
shaped boom design of the
Versalift VT series with the
low weight of the existing
Versalift ETL series. The result
of this fusion is a brand
new, lightweight telescopic
platform series for light
commercial vans, chassis and
pickups available with a class
B driving licence.
Superior performance
The new Versalift VTL features
ultra high strength steel
booms in a formed profile
for exceptional rigidity and
stiffness providing platform
operators with smooth
working conditions in the
bucket. Compared with the
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existing lightweight Versalift
ETL, the new all-steel turret of
the VTL is both notably bigger
and more rigid which in turn
both increases the lengths
of the booms and improves
the overturning moment
of the entire platform.
These improvements are
crucial factors resulting in
a significant improvement
in both working height and
lateral outreach. Structurally,
the VTL is remarkably strong
despite its low weight
supporting a bucket capacity
of up to 265 kg.
Compatible with existing
Versalift installations
The Versalift VTL is
compatible with existing
Versalift ETL and ETM vehicle
installations from the roof
and downwards as it uses

many of the same mounting
components. Due to the
high degree of compatibility,
the VTL is already available
in a range of sizes and
configurations for several
popular commercial vans,
chassis and pickups including
the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter,
Renault Master, Ford Transit,
Iveco Daily and Ford Ranger.
Clean, lightweight design
The new Versalift VTL is
designed and manufactured
in Europe and all booms are
given a thorough powder
coating in full compliance
with the C3 ISO standard.
Both the booms and the
turret feature a clean design
with no exposed components
or plastic covers for low
life-cycle costs and easy
maintenance. Despite all
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the innovations, the new
Versalift VTL series does
not compromise the crucial
leftover payload as it actually
weighs less than a similar
Versalift ETL installation
and significantly less than a
similar Versalift ETM.
Safe and stable
Elevating people is a
potentially hazardous
business and at Versalift,
safety is our no. 1 concern.
Therefore, both the spread
of the A-frame outriggers
and the tail swing of the
new turret are kept within
the mirrors of the vehicle
for optimal performance
without compromising safety.
In addition, the valve bank is
mounted at the pedestal for
safe, ground level emergency
descent operation.
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NEW & IMPROVED
TURRET

The VTL supports a new, all
steel turret with improved
rigidity*. The turret is longer*
as it now exactly reaches
the mirrors of the vehicle for
optimal performance without
compromising safety.
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CLEAN
DESIGN

The VTL features a clean
design with no exposed critical
components and no plastic
covers on the turret. The
platform is designed for easy
maintenance and low general
life-cycle costs.
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GROUND-LEVEL
VALVE BANK

Safety is our no. 1 concern.
The VTL is designed for safe
ground level emergency
operation from the pedestal
mounted valve bank.
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NEW & IMPROVED
BOOMS

The shaped profile ultra high
strength steel booms of the VTL
provide improved rigidity and
stiffness* ultimately resulting in
high structural strength, superior
performance and smooth
working conditions in the bucket.
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EXTRA
WORKING HEIGHT

The longer VTL turret (1)
increases the length of the
booms, which in turn thereby
increases the working height
equally - resulting in a net
increase in working height of
roughly 1 metre*

EXTRA
OUTREACH

The VTL provides optimal outreach on lightweight vehicle due to a
significant improvement in the platform’s overturning moment as a
result of the heavier turret and lighter booms.
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AVAILABLE FOR
VANS, CHASSIS AND PICKUPS

The VTL is not just for vans. The series is available for a range of
vans, chassis and pickups for a standard B licence.

* Relative to an equivalent Versalift ETL/ETM.
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EXTRA
PAYLOAD

Acknowledging the importance
of payload on the 3.5 t market,
the VTL is weight optimized
providing slightly more payload
than an equivalent ETL model and
significantly more payload than
an equivalent ETM model.
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HIGH QUALITY
POWDER COATING

Protecting the VTL from hard
weather and changing seasons,
the platform is thoroughly
powder coated in compliance
with the C3 ISO standard.
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SUPPORTS
UP TO 265 KG

The VTL supports a capacity of
up to 265 kg in the bucket with
all flyboom combinations. 265
kg is however only offered on
vehicles with a 5.0 t GVW and up.
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New secondary guarding system

New pressure sensitive secondary guarding system from Versalift protects operators from crushing.

At Intermat, TIME
International presented a
new secondary guarding
system called Versalift
Secondary Guarding.
Versalift Secondary
Guarding (VSG) is a
pressure sensitive safety
device for Versalift upper
control panels which
protects the operator from
crushing by stopping all
platform movements and
activating a visual and
audible alarm.
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System basics
The system activates
when sufficient pressure
is exerted to a rubber
bar installed near the
operator’s forearms.
With the system activated,
all platform movements
stop and the dead
man’s switches on the
joysticks are overruled.
Simultaneously, an audible
alarm flares and an amber
light starts flashing.

If the bucket operator is
able to continue operating
the platform, the VSG
system can be overruled by
pressing the reset button
located just below the
rubber bar.
If the bucket operator is
unable to descent on his
own, the platform can be
operated from the ground
using the lower controls.

Versalift
Secondary
Guarding
•

Pressure sensitive
rubber bar at the
upper control panel

•

Audible and visual
alarm box installed
outside the bucket

•

Reset button
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Successful 2018 sales meeting in Denmark

The new VTL series was presented to Versalift distributors at a confidential sneak peek event in Denmark.
The new VTL series was
introduced to all Versalift
distributors back in January
at an international sales
meeting at Messecenter
Vesthimmerland in Aars,
Denmark.

In addition to the VTL intro,
the event included various
presentations, a number of
workshops and a go-kart
race. Finally, Per Cæsar Torp
received an honorary lifetime
achievement for his life-long
efforts of promoting Versalift
outside of the United States.
On the second day, all the
demo units were lined up
back at the Headquarters in
Farsoe where the visitors were
eager to try the displayed
demo units on their own.

VTL previews before Intermat Operator training in Kenya

A number of Versalift
customers visited the TIME
International Headquarters in
Farsø for a series of preview
events offering an exclusive
sneak peek into the new VTL
series before its public launch
at Intermat. At all of these
events, the visitors had the
full range of demo vehicles

at their disposal providing a
unique view of the range of
platform/vehicle installation
configurations of the VTL
series.
Pictured here is a group
photo from a Belgian
delegation of potential VTL
customers.

Versalift is a global brand
also present on platform
markets outside of Europe
and the United States.
In Nairobi, Versalift recently
provided extensive operator
training at the Kenya Power
& Lightning Company which
currently commands both
high voltage insulated
Versalift VST-52-MHI and

TMD-2050-T digger derricks
with a number of Versalift
VST-47-MHI soon to be added
to the fleet.
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VST-52-I available for tracked carrier

INT
NATIO
Multiple Versalift
vans for Dutch and
Belgian customers
of HDW

The Belgian access rental
company Group-f Hoogwerkers
Verhuur has taken delivery of a
Versalift VT-145-F and a Versalift
ETL-36-135-F - both mounted
on Mercedes Sprinter vans.

The high voltage insulated
articulating telescopic Versalift
VST-52-I is now available
for installation on a tracked
Hinowa carrier. This marks an
expansion of the lineup of
insulated Versalift platforms
for installation on tracked
Hinowa carriers following the
recent introduction of the 13.7
metre SST-40 installed on a
smaller Hinowa carrier.
The installation complies with
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ANSI Cat. C (46 kV and below)
and boasts a working height
of 16.5 metres, an unrestricted
outreach of 9.7 metres and
a capacity of 230 kg in the
fiberglass bucket (which has a
180° rotator).
The undercarriage, a Hinowa
PT20G usually associated with
the Hinowa LightLift 26.14, is
operated by wired controls
offering two speed settings
for the tracks and automatic

outrigger setup, leveling and
packing. The undercarriage
is capable of leveling the
machine from a slope of up to
10/10°.
The full hydraulic lift is
entered from the ground by
extending the inner boom.
It is operated by a Unitrol
multidirectional single stick
control handle in the bucket
and by full pressure hydraulic
levers at the turret.

Already in possession of a
Versalift VTX-240, the Dutch
access rental company
Doornbos equipment this
time opted for the popular
Versalift ETL-36-130-F on a
3.5 t Ford Transit van.

Finally, another fully equipped
Versalift VT-145-F on the
popular Mercedes Sprinter
van made its way to an
undisclosed customer of HDW.
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Hybrid VDTs for Switzerland

Besides the standard list
of Versalift installations,
the engineers from TIME
International also design
bespoke lift vehicles to fit
specific requirements. These

two hybrid Versalift VDT-170-Fs
are a perfect example of this.
Mounted on 7.5 t Mitsubishi
Canter chassis, the platform
vehicles can operate with the
vehicles’ engines turned off, as

VDT-170-F vans for Norway

Brubakken has received a
set of Versalift VDT-170-Fs
mounted on 5.3 t Mercedes
Sprinter vans fitted with all
the bells and whistles.
In the load area, the
vehicles are equipped with
full Sortimo floor, ceiling
and wall cladding, Sortimo
racks and shelves, ceiling

the installations are equipped
with lithium-ion power packs.
In addition to the power pack,
the installations are also
fitted with the unique TIME
Smartbox fiberglass workshop

entered from a sliding door
in the back as well as several
other add-ons including an
AC system, a compressor, an
inverter, a hydraulic axle lock
and a 2 x 85° bucket rotator.

Unique VTX and LAT
installations for Slovakia

lights triggered by a motion
sensor and the walk through Everlift Slovakia, the Slovak
Versalift distributor, has
system.
taken delivery of two unique
On the outside, the vehicles Versalift installations.
are fitted with several
Everlift received a 24 metre
additional lights including
Versalift VTX-240 mounted
a flashing lightbar on the
front of the roof and a set of on a 5.0 t Iveco Daily chassis
flashing amber LED beacons (left). The Versalift VTX-240
is usually fitted on a 3.5 t
on the roof rack.

chassis to comply with the
weight restriction for a class
B driving licence.
The second installation (right)
features the articulating
telescopic full hydraulic
Versalift LAT-38-H mounted
on a 3.5 t Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter chassis.
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UK launch of VTL at Vertikal Days

UNIT
KING
12 van-mounts for
Prysmian Cables

Energy Network Solutions
provider Prysmian Cables has
taken delivery of ten ETL-36-F
E6 platforms mounted on
Ford Transits plus two ETM38-F E6 models mounted on
Iveco Daily 50C’s. After initial
discussions, Versalift provided
guidance on specification to
suit the required application.

At Vertikal Days in Donington
Park, Leicestershire, Versalift
UK launched the brand new
light telescopic VTL series

on the UK market. The VTL
series is available for vans,
chassis and pickups, and on
the Versalift stand 203/303,

LAT with 500 kg payload

Versalift UK exhibited two
van-mounted demo units on
Ford Transit and Iveco Daily
panelvans.

30 Versalifts for E.ON

Leading energy provider E.ON
is adding 30 new Versalift
van mounted platforms to its
national fleet. The company’s
latest order comprises a mix
of ETM-38-F E6 and LAT-160-F,
both of which are already in
At Vertikal Days, Versalift UK
an industry leading leftover
launched a new iteration of the payload of 500kg after a driver, daily use by the energy giant.
popular pickup mounted LAT
a passenger & fuel! Yes you did The first batch of 19 are direct
replacements for contracts
series with the introduction of read that right - 500kg!
based out of E.ON’s Sleaford,
a new and improved LAT-135-H,
complete with dual A-frame
NB: This particular installation Burton, Stoke, Northampton,
Hinckley and Derbyshire
outriggers on a brand new
is only available in the United
depots. Not many of our
Euro 6 Isuzu Pickup that offers Kingdom.
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Ray Northwood, Street Lighting.
Business Manager at Prysmian
commented, “The extended
outreach of the ETL-36-F over
previous models without
requiring a larger vehicle has
already proven useful in a
number of situations where
access can be limited.”

customers have a workforce
of over 9,000 and a customer
base of five million, so we
know that E.ON rely every day
on quality products supported
by first class aftersales to keep
the energy flowing. That’s
where the market leading
van mounted platform from
Versalift comes in with its
impressive 9 metre direct
outreach and 1,000 kg of
payload (and that’s after fit-out
of racking).

TED
GDOM
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VST: The big friendly giant
Vehicle Leasing Services has
added more VST-40-MHI
Unimog insulated platforms to
Northern Powergrid’s off-road
fleet. These big friendly 14.8m
platforms are insulated up to
46kV to allow live line work and
keep electric supply outages
down to a minimum. To get
the job done
with minimum
fuss, bespoke
lockers were
fitted together
with a range of
other options.
The versatility
of a material
handling jib
allows the
platform to

undertake
many different
types of work,
reducing
the number
of vehicles
required.

First Euro 6
Versalift for KDM

Ivecos for Bolton Council

Bolton Council has taken
delivery of four new Iveco
Daily 50C vans, each fitted
with the 14.3m ETM-38-F E6
platform. The specification
included twin joystick
controls giving proportional
control on two functions at
the same time. The council
The ETL-36-F (E6), mounted
chose a mix of long and
on a 3.5 tonne Ford Transit,
medium wheel base vans
will be used for street lighting to give them operational
and sign maintenance
flexibility on the highways.
where the platform is ideally
suited due to its additional
payload capacity for tools
and materials. KDM Hire
is one of the UK’s largest
equipment rental companies
offering access platforms
as well traffic management
equipment, pumps, lighting
towers, scaffolding, welding
equipment and temporary
fencing. They also hire an
extensive range of material
handling equipment for
industrial or construction
Already familiar with Versalift
applications including
platforms, the county council
forklifts, telehandlers and
of Flintshire has recently
skid steer loaders.

Flintshire CC updates fleet
invested to update
its fleet to include
three new ETM-38-F
E6 platforms and an
ETL-36-F E6. Particularly
impressed with the 9m
outreach, the operators
of the council’s fleet
are also enjoying the
improved performance
and assurance of
reliability and back up that
they have come to expect.

VWs for East Riding

A pair of VW Crafters fitted
with ETM-38-F E6 platforms
are the latest addition to
the East Riding of Yorkshire
council fleet. Versalift
worked closely with VW UK
to ensure the last of the
“run out” Crafters worked
well with the platform. The
high specification platforms
feature twin joysticks,
walk-in buckets and Low
Voltage insulation to ensure
a safe and productive work
environment.

ETLs for Conway

In the last 12 months, FM
Conway have added 11 new
Versalift platforms to their
fleet. The final two, both
ETL-38-F Low Voltage, have
recently been delivered.

Call us on:

01536
721010
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New VTL series launched at Intermat

The new VTL series was officially presented to the public at the 2018 edition of the Intermat fair in Paris.

TIME Versalift officially
launched the highly
anticipated VTL series at the
Intermat exhibition hosted in
Paris from April 23 - 28.
VTL launch
The VTL series is essentially
a fusion between the shaped
and rigid ultra-high strength
steel booms of the heavyduty VT series and the low
weight of the ETL series and
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is available for installation
on vans, chassis’ and pickups
operated with a class B
driving licence. At Intermat, 4
demo units were on display:
3 van-mounted Renault
Master installations and a
Ford Ranger pickup-mounted
unit. For more information
about the unique features of
the VTL series, please read
the pages 2 and 3 of this
magazine.

Solid mid-week attendance
The first two days were a
bit slow, but by Wednesday,
the attendance at the TIME
Versalift stand really started
to pick up with interested
visitors from all over the
world making their way to
the stand. The visitors were
particularly interested in the
new VTL series, the VT-54-LF,
the LAT-135-H and the hybrid
LT-90-TB mounted on a Fiat

Doblo chassis. As usual, the
traditional Danish hotdog van
serving hotdogs accompanied
by cold chocolate milk was a
sure home run.
Strong media interest
The unique nature of the
new VTL naturally sparked
quite a bit of interest from
the industry world press and
most publications paid the
stand a visit.

ANCE
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First 100 deliveries in France

In 2017, the team from TIME
Versalift France reached and
surpassed a milestone 100
platform vehicle installations
during the company’s first full
year in business in France.

TIME Versalift France
started from scratch back
in 2016 with an entirely
new operation with new
production facilities and
a new staff in Morlaàs
in Southern France. With
production up and running

efficiently in
the start of 2017,
the company
went from 0
to more than
100 finished
platform
vehicle
installations
in less than a
year, and so far
2018 has also
come off to a
great start with
production
running on
all cylinders
and significant
growth in sales.
“In 2017 we were particularly
successful with the fixed
flyboom 12.5 metre ETL-32-125
mounted on a 3.5 t Renault
Master van,” says Laurent
Cuyolla, General Manager of
TIME Versalift France.

Early VTL previews
for major French
companies

A number of French customers
and potential customers
visited the TIME International
Headquarters in Farsoe,
Denmark for an early preview
of the new VTL series prior to
its official launch at Intermat.
The visitors had the full
VTL demo lineup at their
disposal and were particularly
interested in the Renault
Master van-mounted units,
which feature about 1 metre of
extra working height compared
with their similar Versalift ETL
installations.

Hybrid LT-90-TB for Fiat
Roadshow at Fraikin in Lyon
Doblo presented at Intermat

TIME Versalift has unveiled a
hybrid version of the compact
9-metre Versalift LT-90-TB for
quiet and clean operation
in cities. The new version is
fitted with an economical
lead-acid battery pack
concealed inside in the back

of the vehicle on a sliding tray.
The capacity of the system is
20 work cycles, but an inverter
continuously recharges the
batteries via the vehicle’s
engine. The current power
status is displayed at the back
of the vehicle.

In March, TIME Versalift
visited the Lyon branch of
the commercial fleet rental
company Fraikin on yet
another roadshow. Present
at the event was Fraikin
along with several of the
subcontractor’s partners.

This time, the roadshow
caravan consisted of a
number of bestsellers
including the Fiat Doblo
mounted LT-90-TB, the
14-metre Versalift ETL-38140-F on a Renault Master
van and a cutaway ETL van.
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 Søndervang 3, 9640 Farsø, Denmark

 (+45) 98632433

 sales@timeintl.dk

 www.Timeintl.dk

INTERNATIONAL

 Follow TIME Versalift International on Facebook
 Follow Team TIME on LinkedIn
 Subscribe to TIME Versalift International on YouTube

Versalift Distributors (UK) Ltd
 1 Altendiez Way, Burton Latimer, Kettering, Northants, NN15 5YT, England

 (+44) 0 1536 721010

 sales@versalift.co.uk  www.Versalift.co.uk

 Follow Versalift UK on Facebook
 Follow Versalift UK on LinkedIn

TIME Versalift SAS, France
 5 Rue Henri Giffard, Zone Gaston Febus, 64160 Morlaás, France

 (+33) 0 559 900 000

 contact@teamtime.fr

 www.TimeVersalift.fr

